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Congestion challenges increasing…

 Nationwide gridlock cost has grown to $166 billion/year…3.3 gallons 
fuel/year
 Commuters losing on average 54 hours/year commuting
 Public/private sector objectives often out of sync

Apps/algorithms and economics controlling path of the car



Funding for infrastructure comes from various 
federal, state and local government sources…

 Fuel excise taxes
 Tolling
 Fuel efficiency/EV impact
 Construction costs going up

Infrastructure funding dependent on tolling



Congestion pricing…an important funding tool

London Stockholm Singapore

First greeted with resistance then embraced…



New York taking the first bold step…

 2021 Launch
 Revenue projections 1.89 – 3.97 billion/year
 Split: NYCTA (80%), Long/Metro railroads 20%
 Mobility Partner/exemptions to be finalized

When need becomes imperative, you find ways of 
achieving it



And others closely watching…

Lightfoot Eyes ‘Congestion Fees’ 
As Way To Bridge Nearly $1 Billion Budget Gap

Pay $4 to drive to the Westside?
Congestion pricing could cut traffic gridlock, report says

Would you pay to drive in downtown Seattle? 
Study looks at the pros and cons of ‘congestion pricing’





Economics drive decisions…

Often ahead of public policy









Drivers trust App’s…



And can easily avoid tolls…



How can we use App’s to our benefit?



UDOT piloting HOV verification with technology






I-15 Express Lane users want it…

7000 survey invitations
>1800 responses (26%)
1297 definite/probably (72%)



What this means to toll operators
 Toll revenue poised to grow and become an increasingly 

important and growing funding tool for infrastructure

 App’s are rapidly influencing traffic/commuter flow and 
should be leveraged to reduce congestion while 
supporting toll revenue

 Dynamic pricing/occupancy counts optimize flow, 
revenue and should support congestion pricing policies



Thank-you!
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